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Although being a mature and well established industry segment, over the last few decades the vegetable oil industry has been
facing many important new challenges due to emerging new products (such as biodiesel and nutraceuticals compounds), as well
as new trends and regulations with regards to sustainability, environment and health.

Moreover, since the agricultural commodities market is highly volatile due to seasonal variations in supply and demand as well as
intensive trading, the decision making process is complicated by uncertainties in price. These uncertainties in product and
feedstock prices, in turn, are propagated to the economical and financial indicators, which are normally used to support and take
decisions.

Most of the time the industry responds to these challenges by taking decisions based on heuristic approaches, which arguably are
not fit to manage neither the complexity of the entire value chain nor price uncertainties. All these considerations underline the
need for Computer-Aided Flowsheet Synthesis and Design tool in vegetable oil industry. Such a tool should be robust, cover all
the value chain, ideally be able to handle new product and process development problems as well as retrofitting problem of
existing operations and deal with price uncertainties. Moreover, it should be complemented with all data, models and algorithm
databases necessary for its use.

In this paper, a systematic framework for Computer-Aided Flowsheet Synthesis and Design(CAFD) and resources allocation under
price uncertainties for the vegetable oil sector is presented.

In the framework, the flowsheet synthesis and design problem under uncertainty is cast as a Stochastic Mixed Integer Non Linear
Programming (SMINLP) problem, which is then solved using appropriate SMINLP solvers.

The SMINLP problem is formulated and solved in a systematic manner by following a 4 steps procedure: (i) problem definition (ii)
data collection and superstructure definition (iii) models selection, development and validation (iv) model solution & analysis.

In the first step, the synthesis/ design problem is defined by stating the purpose (new process, retrofit) and defining the optimality
criteria.

The second step deals with the collection and systematization of the existing knowledge (industrial know-how, engineering
insights, commercial knowledge...) and data (both scalar value and distribution functions of uncertain parameters) relevant to the
problem.

Particular emphasis is given to reconciliation and systematization of this multidisciplinary knowledge, as well as to the development
of an appropriate infrastructure for efficient data management, composed by a superstructure representing different flowsheet
alternatives, structural constraints list, compounds and unit operations inventory and databases of reconciled data, structured in
such a way to be accessible from all project levels [1].

The third step aims at collecting all the submodels needed for the multiscale model formulation. These include physical properties,
unit operations, operational and investment cost and sustainability models; a systematic model generation framework is used to
ensure consistency among the different models and scales.
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The fourth step deals with the CAFD problem solution, which requires the solution of the SMINLP formulated in the above
described steps. Because of the size of the problem and of the combinatorial nature introduced by the binary variables, this task is
often not trivial and computational intensive. Therefore particular emphasis is given to the selection of the optimal solution method
among the different algorithms [2] [3] [4].

Depending on the nature and size of the problem and on the type and number of uncertain parameters, some of the existing
algorithm may not be suitable for the solution of the problem, because (i) the size of the CAFD problem is too large, or (ii)
correlation structure of the uncertain parameters cannot be handled or (iii) they don’t exploit shortcut calculation to facilitate the
convergence to the solution. A rule based method for the selection of the appropriate solver as a function of some key problem
characteristic is provided.

The SMINLP solution is the optimal flowsheet and the optimal material flow to each process block, as well as the expected value of
the objective function and of all the economical and sustainability metrics calculated at optimality. In addition to the expected
value, other conditional value such as value at risk can be also calculated in order to provide additional information for decision
making.

In order to test and highlight the features of the methods and tools presented here, a soybean processing case study has been
formulated and solved under price uncertainty assumption to determine the optimal processing network for vegetable oil extraction
and refining (including various options for byproducts valorization), as well as the optimal material flows to each processing step
under the condition of raw material, product and utility price uncertainty.
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